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A FINITARY MATROID WITHOUT A PROPER
FINITARY REFINEMENT
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A matroid 91 is a refinement of a matroid IDl if they are defined on a common set E
and if the atoms of IDl are also atoms of 91. A matroid is finitary if all its atoms are
finite sets.

A construction of a finitary matroid on an infinite set is given which admits of no
finitary refinement.

The axiomatic definition of a matroid on an infinite set, subject to a finitary condition,
has many forms equivalent to that first given by Rado [2J in terms of a rank function.
The one used here is the "circuit" form.

The ordered pair IDl=CE, 6l) is a finitary matroid if 6l is a set of incomparable finite
non-empty subsets of E satisfying the exchange condition:

C*) For A, BE6l with aEA-B and bEAnB there is Cc-=6l with aECcAUB- {bl.

The elements of 6l are the atoms of the matroid.
IZ I is used to denote the cardinality of the set Z.
For a finite matroid Edmonds DJ has shown that the above exchange axiom (*) may

be replaced by the equivalent simpler:

(**) For A,BE6l with bEAnB there is CE6l with CcAUB-b.

This is a local condition. If Y is a finite subset of E in the finitary matroid IDl=CE, 6l),
then IDly=(E nY, 6l nPC¥)) is a finite matroid. (PCY) is the power set of Y). Then
C*) and C**) are equivalent on IDly and hence in illt Thus Edmonds proof applies to
finitary matroid. This greatly simplifies the proofs that follow.

DEFINITION. A sequence (P2, h, ...• Po), of k-l non-negative integers is a proper
partition of the integer kif,

k '"L; Pi=k and L; pj<m for m<k.
j=2 j=2

Let E be an infinite set and let CX;)i'=l be a partition of E, with each Xi itself an
,

infinite set. For ZcE put Z,=UCZnXj) and put p,CA)=IAnX,1 for each integer
j=2

$>2.

Define the ordered pair ~=CE, 6l) by AE6l if and only if:

Ci) A is a non-empty finite set, and
(ii) CP2CA),"', PoCA)) is a proper partition of k, where k=IAj.

LEMMA. If ZcE and IZ, I~s for some integer s then Z contains a member of R

Proof. Take the first positive integer such that IZ,1>s and take BcZ, with 1B, 1=$.
The sequence CP2CB), ..., p,CB)) is a proper refinement for s:
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~/,(B)=,~IBnxd =IBil-S;;:IZjl<.i for j<s

by the choice of s, and t p;(B)= IB.I =s. Thus BER.,=2
THEORE¥. m:=(E,Ift) is a finitary matroid.

Proof. The elements of 1ft are finite by definition,. and any two element subset of X:f"
is a member of R.

To show that the elements of R are incomparable take m=IAI<k=IBI with AcBER.

If AEIft then <h(A), •••, p'll&(A» is a proper partition of IAI. But m=Ep,(A)
,=1...

SEPi(B) with m<k. contradicting the condition for BER.
i=1

Now take A, B distinct in 1ft with yEA nB and put k=max( IA I. IB I). Then
IAUB-YI2k and by the lemma there is CEIft with CcAUB-y. Using Edmond's
result referred to above gives the exchange property.

Thus m: is a finitary matroid.

THEOREM. Let ~=(E, ft) be the above finitary matTOid. If}B is any collection or
inmmparable subsets of the set E attd if }B contains 1ft then the only fUtite subsets in tB
are in R.

Proof. Let B be a finite set, BE~.

(i) If IB.I>s for some integer s then B:::>B.:::::>AEIft for some AcE by the lemma,
and so B=A.

(ii) If IB.I <s for all integers s, take v the largest integer such that B.=I=rfJ. Adjoin
v-IB.1 elements of X. to B to obtain the set A. ~ow AnX.=BnX. for $<1.'.
Therefore,

'11& ...

Ep,(A)=Eh(B)=IB... I<m. for m<v.
k=2 6=2

and
• •
Ep..cA)=Ep,(B)+v-IB.1 = v.
k=2 '=2

Thus AElftC~ which contmdiets the incomparability of elements of }B.

CoNCLUSION. We have shown that the finitary matroid 2I=(E. R) has no proper
refinement. Furthermore, the elements of 1ft partition the finite subset of E into two
classes: those that contain a member of ft and those that are contained in a member of
R.
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